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Polyelectrolyte Complex Films Influence the Formation of 

Polycrystalline Micro-Structures 

Elias Nakouzi†, Hadi M. Fares, Joseph B. Schlenoff, and Oliver Steinbock* 

Silica-carbonate biomorphs are inorganic materials composed of thousands of crystalline nanorods that assemble complex 

morphologies such as helices, vessels, and sheets. We investigate the effect on biomorph crystallization of polyelectrolyte 

complex films that are prepared using the layer-by-layer deposition technique and post-processed to obtain three stable, 

chemically distinct films. Biomorph growth on poly(diallyldimethylammonium)-dominated substrates (cationic) shows 

polycrystalline helical and sheet structures bounded by large witherite prisms. Crystallization on poly(styrenesulfonate)-

dominated (anionic) and stoichiometric substrates follows a qualitatively different pathway. We observe islands of radial 

mineral films that over several days extend at a remarkably constant velocity of 0.48 µm/h and eventually mineralize the 

whole substrate. Our work opens exciting avenues for the use of polyelectrolyte films as tunable substrates for biomimetic 

crystallization.

Introduction  

Life has created sophisticated pathways for the assembly of 
nanocrystalline building blocks into complex, functional 
biominerals.

1
 These structures pose an exciting challenge for 

modern materials science: can we develop bio-inspired 
pathways for building nanocrystals into hierarchically ordered 
structures and devices?

2
 In this context, silica-carbonate 

biomorphs are an intriguing model system.
3-7

 Biomorphs are 
purely inorganic precipitates of alkaline earth metal 
carbonates and amorphous silica. Despite their simple 
chemistry, biomorphs grow into complex micro-structures 
such as helices, sheets, funnels, and twisted wires that defy 
typical euhedral geometries. At the nanoscale, they consist of 
crystalline nanorods that assemble hierarchical architectures 
comparable to natural biominerals. Understanding and 
controlling this assembly process will lead to important 
advancements in bio-inspired materials synthesis.

7-11
  

A crucial step is the ability to rationally design biomorphs with 
defined morphologies; a goal which to date has been met only 
partly. Biomorphs are typically grown in solution-gel or gas-
diffusion setups wherein the diffusion of the reactant species 
across pH and concentration gradients produces a wealth of 
surprising precipitation patterns.

12, 13
 Noorduin et al. showed 

that varying the flux of carbon dioxide into the reaction 
medium causes sharp transitions between different biomorph 

shapes.13 Biomorph patterns are also strongly influenced by 
additives in the crystallization solution.

14-16
 For example, 

solution polycationic species such as cetrimonium bromide 
(CTAB) surfactant and poly(diallyldimethylammonium) 
(PDADMA) induce the transition from classical biomorphs to 
spherulitic structures.

15
 Similar effects were observed in the 

presence of acidic proteins known to regulate natural 
biomineralization.

17
 These variations were broadly ascribed to 

the interaction of the additives with the negatively charged 
silicate species, but the mechanistic details have not been 
elucidated yet.  

In this work we investigate the crystallization of biomorphs of 
silica and barium carbonate on polyelectrolyte complex films. 
These highly versatile thin films have been deployed in a 
variety of applications including tissue engineering, battery 
technology, and gas separation.

18
 One particularly ambitious 

effort involved the assembly of a nacre-like material by the 
layered deposition of polymers and calcium carbonate.

19, 20
 

Other studies have focused on assembling polymeric 
multilayers on mineral surfaces or the sequential deposition of 
polymers and minerals to create inorganic-organic hybrid 
materials

21-27
 that facilitate drug-delivery,

28
 protein 

adsorption,29 or bone regeneration.30, 31 By comparison, the 
use of polyelectrolyte complex films as substrates for 
controlling crystallization has remained significantly 
unexplored,

32-36
 partly because earlier methods for multilayer 

assembly produced films that are not completely stable in salt 
solutions.

37
 In principle, the range of tunable physical and 

chemical parameters in these organic films should present 
ample possibilities for directing crystallization mechanisms and 
structures, thus granting a level of control comparable to the 
effectiveness of templating substrates in natural 
biomineralization.1 
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Experimental  

Assembly of polyelectrolyte complex films 

We assemble polyelectrolyte multilayers using the layer-by-
layer technique (Fig. 1),37, 38 by dipping a glass slide or silicon 
wafer alternately into solutions of 
poly(diallyldimethylammonium) (PDADMA), a polycation with 
a quaternary ammonium group, and poly(styrenesulfonate) 
(PSS), a polyanion with a sulfonate group, with cycles of water 
rinsing in between (polyelectrolyte dipping: 5 min; water rinse: 
3 × 1 min). In particular, we use both a 10 mM PDADMA 
(400,000–500,000  g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich) and 10 mM PSS 
(79,000 g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich) with respect to the monomer 
units, both prepared in 1 M NaCl (Fisher Scientific) solutions to 
build 20-, 30-, and 40-layers. These as-made multilayers are 
known to contain an excess of the polycation (PDADMA). 
Hence, we use a recently reported post-processing method to 
obtain three types of stable films: PDADMA-dominated films 
with an excess of approximately 35% ammonium groups, PSS-
dominated films with 35% more sulfonate groups, and 
stoichiometric films in which the functional groups are 
mutually compensated as confirmed by infrared spectroscopy  
(Fig. 2).38, 39 Depending on the number of layers added, the 
films have a wet thickness of 300–750 nm.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Preparation and processing steps to produce three types of 
polyelectrolyte complex films. Color code is consistent throughout 
figures in manuscript and indicates PDADMA-dominated (blue), 
PSS-dominated (red), and stoichiometric (yellow) films. 

Biomorph crystallization 

In the next experimental step, we place the polyelectrolyte complex 
films in crystallization solutions of 5 mM barium chloride (Fisher 
Scientific) and 8.4 mM sodium metasilicate (Fisher Scientific). The 
pH is adjusted to 10.2–11 by adding a few drops of 0.1 M NaOH 
(Sigma-Aldrich). In one set of experiments, the reaction solutions 
are subjected to the influx of atmospheric carbon dioxide, which 
increases the supersaturation of barium carbonate and induces the 
co-precipitation of BaCO3 and SiO2. We also conduct experiments 
using the recently reported single-phase method, in which sodium 
carbonate (Mallinckrodt Chemicals) is added directly to the reaction 
medium (0.1–0.3 mM), and the pre-purged solutions are sealed 
from air to eliminate macroscale gradients in pH and carbonate 
concentration.40  

 

Materials characterization 

Optical microscopy images of the resulting biomorphs are obtained 
using a Nikon Elements Ti inverted microscope equipped with a 
Photometrics Coolsnap HQ2 camera. We collect electron 
micrographs using an FEI Nova 400 Field Emission Scanning Electron 
Microscope (FE-SEM) operating at 10–20 kV, after coating with a 
4 nm layer of iridium using a Cressington HR 208 sputter coater. 
Molar percent chemical compositions are measured using an INCA 
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector. Atomic force 
microscopy measurements of the growth thickness and surface 
roughness are performed on dry mineralized substrates in the 
amplitude modulated mode using an Asylum MFP3D microscope 
and an Olympus AC160TS-R3 probe. To obtain X-ray diffraction 
measurements (PXRD), we use a PANalytical X'pertPRO operated at 
the CuKα emission line with 0.0167° steps. Finally, infrared 
spectroscopy (IR) data are measured in the attenuated total 
reflectance mode using PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR 
Spectrometer. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Polymer films used as substrates. (a) 20-layer PDADMA/PSS 
film (solid blue line) and the same film after six cycles between 2 M 
NaCl for 30 min and 10 mM PSS in 1 M NaCl for 5 min (dashed line). 
(b) Cycled film (dashed line) and the same film after soaking in 10 
mM PDADMA in 1 M NaCl for 3 h (solid yellow line). (c) Cycled film 
(dashed line) and the same film after soaking in 10 mM PSS and 1.4 
M NaCl for 8 h (solid red line). Scale bars are 0.07 absorbance units. 
Nitrate layer indicates PDADMA excess (d) Bar graph representing 
the relative excess of PDADMA or PSS groups in each film as 
obtained from infrared spectroscopy. 

Results and discussion  
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An important feature of our approach is that the 
polyelectrolyte complex films are relatively stable in solutions 
of low salt activity over extended periods of time, thus 
allowing for controlled crystallization experiments. Figure 3 
shows the different morphologies obtained by biomorph 
crystallization on PDADMA-dominated films. The growth 
produces classical biomorph shapes, including sheets (Fig. 3a) 
and double helices (Fig. 3b,c). Garcia-Ruiz et al. demonstrated 
that all of these structures originate from barium carbonate 
single crystals that initially grow by the rod-fractal-dumbbell 
pathway.

5, 7
 Subsequently, thousands of aligned nanorods 

emerge from the globules and form sheets whose edges curl 
into the bulk solution to nucleate single or double helices. In 
contrast to classical biomorphs, we observe within a few hours 
an overgrowth of larger microcrystals that show characteristic 
witherite crystal habits (Fig. 3a-c). The shape transition is 
accompanied by a sharp decrease in silica content from ~40% 
in the nanorod region to <5% in the larger prisms as measured 
by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).  

Similar results have been observed in some cases of polymer-
free biomorph crystallization after ageing for several days. By 
comparison, the effect is much more pronounced, 
reproducible, and occurs within few hours of biomorph growth 
on PDADMA-dominated films. One possible explanation is that 
positively charged PDADMA interacts primarily with the 
negatively charged silica species. Accordingly, the rate of silica 
co-precipitation decreases and the barium carbonate crystals 
continue to grow to large-scale prisms. Note that silica colloids 
are negatively charged in high pH solutions as a result of the 
silanol surface groups,

41
 while barium carbonate has an 

isoelectric point of pH ~10 and is hence expected to be neutral 
or only slightly negative.

42
 In this context, Bauer et al. showed 

that high molecular weight polycations such as PDADMA 
readily adsorb on silica colloids at similar conditions and 
stabilize them against flocculation.

41
 Similar interactions in our 

system can disrupt the growth of silica-carbonate biomorphs 
in favor of classical barium carbonate crystals. Our hypothesis 
is further supported by control experiments of barium 
carbonate crystallization on PDADMA surfaces in the absence 
of silicate (Fig. S1). We observe typical witherite morphologies 
with no clear influence of the polymer substrate on the growth 
rate or crystal habit. 

Interestingly, the constituent nanorods of the biomorph sheets 
are not aligned along a single orientation (Fig. 3d). To 
characterize this feature, we perform a Fourier transform 
analysis on a sheet micrograph and obtain a power spectrum 
with a cross-shaped pattern (Fig. 3e). Figure 3f plots the 
intensity values from the power spectrum as a function of the 
azimuthal angle φ, where φ = 0 represents the approximate 
growth direction. The data are well-described by two Gaussian 
functions centered on -22.15° and 22.15°, suggesting the 
presence of two preferred alignment directions (Fig. 3f). Note 
that we do not conclusively ascribe this effect to the 
underlying polymer substrate, as similar patterns are 
occasionally observed in typical biomorph sheets. 

 

Fig. 3 (a-c) Scanning electron microscopy images of 
polycrystalline biomorphs and excessive witherite overgrowth 
on PDADMA-dominated film, (d) nanoscale texture of 
biomorph sheet. (e) Fourier transform of the nanorod pattern. 
(f) Plot of intensity values from the power spectrum as a 
function of the azimuthal angle φ. Data represented by double 
Gaussian function (continuous, black curve). Scale bars: (a, b) 
50 μm, (c, d) 2 μm. 

In contrast to the results described above, the crystallization 
on PDADMA/PSS stoichiometric substrates follows a 
qualitatively different pathway. Typical biomorphs are 
produced less frequently, and we mainly observe island 
structures with radially symmetric patterns (Fig. 4a-c). These 
islands consist of curved bundles, whose outer edges branch 
directly into the underlying substrate, suggesting strong 
polymer-reactant interactions that obstruct the formation of 
euhedral crystals or conventional nanorods (Fig. 4b, c, S2). The 
islands emerge from barium carbonate globules similar to 
classical biomorphs and expand at an initial velocity of 
~0.097 μm/min.  Similar morphologies are obtained by 
crystallization on the third type of substrates, namely the PSS-
dominated multilayers (Fig. 4d-f). However, microscale 
features on the polymer surfaces cause fractures in the island 
patterns to create irregular morphologies. An example is 
shown in Fig. 4d,e where the barium carbonate globules are 
surrounded by island patterns that are not radially symmetric.  

 

Fig. 4 (a-c) SEM images of biomorphs formed on the 
stoichiometric films. (d) Optical and (e, f) SEM images of 
biomorphs formed on PSS-dominated films. Scale bars: (a) 
20 μm, (b, f) 2 μm, (c) 500 nm, (d) 50 μm, (e) 5 μm. 
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In the following discussion, we focus on characterizing the 
radial island structures that form on the stoichiometric 
polymer films. For this purpose, we performed crystallization 
experiments using the single-phase method that has been 
shown to facilitate biomorph growth up to millimeter length 
scales.

43
 Using this method, the island structures continue to 

grow for several days and eventually expand to create a 
mineral film (Fig. 5a, b). These structures are in some ways 
comparable to calcium carbonate nanofilms that can form in 
the presence of soluble and templating polymers.

44-49
 

However, we emphasize that this effect is only observed here 
in the presence of both the polymer substrate and the silicate 
ions. In the absence of silicate, witherite microcrystals form on 
the polymer film and show typical euhedral shapes. 

Figure 5c shows the expansion of four representative island 
structures (different color markers) with an average velocity of 
0.48 µm/h (solid, black line). Remarkably, the growth velocity 
of the material remains constant for more than 120 hours. By 
comparison, biomorph sheets grown under similar solution 
conditions but without the underlying polymer expand with a 
velocity of 41 µm/h (dashed, red line); i.e. two orders of 
magnitude faster.

8, 50
 We emphasize that the growth of these 

expansive mineral films is only possible in the single-phase 
system that allows continuous, stable crystallization over 
several days. In the gas-diffusion system, the mineral film 
growth slows down significantly and ceases within 
approximately two hours (inset, Fig. 5c).  The continuous, black 
curve in Fig. 5c inset plots a square root fit to the data points 
at the early growth stages. 

Measurements using atomic force microscopy (AFM) show 
that the mineral film has a thickness of (166 ± 39) nm and a 
local roughness of (27.9 ± 4.0) nm, measured over 2500 nm

2
 

film areas. Interestingly, when two growing regions approach, 
they do not overlap or contact. Instead, they simply cease 
growth abruptly, leaving a gap of approximately (276 ± 90) nm 
(Fig. 5b). This gap might be caused by an unidentified 
inhibitory species that is present along the entire growth front 
but reaches wave-terminating concentrations only in the 
collision zone where its diffusive influx occurs from two 
different directions. A similar phenomenon exists in certain 
bacterial colonies, for which it has been successfully simulated 
based on a simple reaction-diffusion model.

51
 As a result, the 

mineral film covers the whole polymer substrate, but remains 
segmented into different domains. The pattern in Fig. 5e is 
reminiscent of segmented reaction-diffusion waves in the 
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction

52
 but any mechanistic similarity 

must be strongly limited due to the absence of global 
oscillations and recovery dynamics in the biomorph system.  

Table 1 summarizes the geometric features of the resulting 
structures. It is important to note that this growth behavior 
depends on the thickness of the polyelectrolyte substrate. 
Specifically, classical biomorph sheets form on 20- and 30-layer 
stoichiometric films, which have a thickness of 300 and 525 nm 
in millimolar salt solutions, respectively. However, the mineral 
film morphology is induced by 40-layer polymer substrates, 
which are 750 nm thick, or approximately 68 % the thickness 
of a biomorph sheet.   

In contrast to typical biomorphs, the mineral film nanotexture 
consists of curved bundles instead of linear, rigid nanorods 
(Fig. 5). Moreover, the bundles create oscillatory features that 
appear as nearly concentric rings with an average spacing of 
(475 ± 28) nm (Fig. 5f); one order of magnitude smaller than 
the periodic height variations recently reported for biomorph 
sheets.

50
 The presence of double peaks in corresponding 

power intensity plots indicates that the bundles are partially 
misaligned (arrows, Fig. 5f). The morphology is reminiscent of 
the so-called “sheaf-of-wheat” patterns reported for calcite 
crystals grown in silica gel at elevated pH levels.

53
 In contrast 

to regular biomorph sheets, these structures do not show 
continuous cross-shaped birefringence patterns when viewed 
between two crossed polarizers (Fig. S3). The latter effect is 
ascribed to the markedly different nanoscale texture. Another 
important distinction from typical biomorphs is that the 
mineral films produced here remain strongly adhered to the 
polymer substrate, further indicating the role of polymer-
reactant interactions in the growth process. Note that in the 
absence of the polymer substrate, biomorph sheets grown in 
the single-phase system typically curl upwards into the bulk 
solution to form funnels, vessels, or wavy curtain patterns. 

 

Fig. 5 (a-b) Micrographs of mineral films grown using the 
single-phase method. (c) Plot of film growth velocity in the 
single-phase system. Color markers denote different samples. 
Dashed, red line on the left side represents the average 
growth velocity of typical biomorph sheets. Inset shows 
growth of radial film in the gas diffusion system, with 
continuous, black curve representing a square root fit using 
data points until t = 100 min. (d) Height profiles of biomorph 
films. (e) Nanoscale texture of biomorph films. (f) Plot of 
intensity values from SEM image in (e) as a function of 
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distance from the globule in the center. Scale bars: (a) 10 μm, 
(b) 400 nm, (e) 1 μm. 

 

An important question concerns the chemical nature of the 

mineral films. Analysis using attenuated total reflectance 

infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy confirms the presence of 

barium carbonate as indicated by the peaks at 1751, 1420, 

857, and 690 cm
-1

 (Fig. 6a). We also observe the characteristic 

PSS (1185, 1130, 1042 cm
-1

) and PDADMA (1470 cm
-1

) peaks. 

In addition, X-ray diffraction measurements show the witherite 

reflections at 23.9°, 27.7°, 34.1°, 42.1°, 44.9°, and 46.8° (Fig. 

6b). Elemental analysis (EDS) suggests relative molar 

percentages of (40.7 ± 5.6)%  barium, (21.0 ± 8.6)% silicon, and 

(38.3 ± 13.9)% sulfur. The latter values may overestimate the 

sulfur due to a contribution from the underlying polymer. 

However, the measurements present lower bounds for the 

silicon and barium content, and provide evidence that the 

Ba:Si ratio is comparable to typical biomorphs, with the 

possible inclusion of polymeric species. 

 

Our observations are further supported by a series of 

dissolution/disintegration experiments. Firstly, we subject a 

mineral film to mildly acidic conditions by adding a few drops 

of 0.1 M HCl on top of the grown structures. The film dissolves 

within seconds (Fig. 6c, supplementary video), thus validating 

the presence of barium carbonate. Notice that biomorph 

helices also dissolve leaving behind hollow shells of 

amorphous silica (arrow, Fig. 6c). In another experiment, we 

sinter a mineral film in a furnace at 500°C for five hours, which 

causes the polymeric material to disintegrate. Figure 6d shows 

that the circular patterns survive the heating process, 

providing further evidence of the inorganic nature of the 

material (Fig. 6d). Thirdly, we expose the mineral films to a 

solution of 2.5 M KBr. The high salt activity causes the 

dissociation of the polymeric films as the ions diffuse into the 

films and break the polymer-polymer interactions. Almost 

instantly, the circular patterns shrink and show radial cracks, 

as the polymer is released from the mineral film (arrow in Fig. 

6e, supplementary video). This observation suggests that the 

polymeric material is incorporated within the mineral films and 

not simply a passive substrate. 

Table 1. Geometric properties of mineral films 

Film Property Measured value 

Thickness of polymer film in salt solution ~750 nm 

Local roughness of mineral film (27.9 ± 4.0) nm 

Wavelength of oscillatory features (475 ± 28) nm 

Increase in thickness after mineralization (166 ± 39) nm 

Gap between adjacent film domains (276 ± 90) nm 

Film growth velocity 0.48 µm/h 

 

Conclusions 

Our study opens wider possibilities for the use of 
polyelectrolyte complex films as well-defined substrates that 
control biomimetic crystallization. In addition to subtle 
changes in the biomorph patterns on PDADMA-dominated 
substrates, we observe a qualitatively different behavior on 
stoichiometric and PSS-dominated substrates. The growing 
structures act as propagating fronts that leave in their wake a 
mineral film and eventually cover the whole surface. 
Moreover, the occurrence of these structures is determined by 
the thickness of the polymer film and the final pattern is 
influenced by microscale features on the polymer surface. We 
note that the resulting patterns differ markedly from classical 
biomorphs in terms of nanoscale texture, growth velocity, and 
characteristic features such as height oscillations. Instead of 
protruding into the bulk solutions, the mineral films remain 
bound strongly to the substrate, indicating the prominence of 
polymer-reactant interactions in the growth mechanism. 
Future studies should focus on understanding the specific 
interactions that are responsible for altering the crystallization 
mechanism. These systems should be studied in light of 
related pathways known as polymer induced liquid precursor 
(PILP) crystallization, which have produced fascinating 
structural and micro-engineering complexity – including metal 
carbonate films in the presence of soluble polymers

48, 54, 55
–but 

whose underlying mechanisms remain highly contentious. 

 

Fig. 6 (a) XRD and (b) IR spectra show barium carbonate (filled, 

blue circles), silica (green square), as well as the distinctive 

polymer peaks (open, orange circles). Images of film exposed 

to (c) acid, (d) high temperature, and (e) salt solution. Arrows 

highlight hollow silica shell in (c) and release of polymer 

material in (e). Scale bar: (c-e) 100 μm. 

Finally, it is interesting to compare the polyelectrolyte complex 
films described here to self-assembled monolayers which have 
been studied extensively as substrates for crystallization.13, 56, 

57
 Self-assembled monolayers offer a powerful degree of 
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control over nucleation density, crystal orientation, polymorph 
selection, and even the location of the growing crystals. This 
molecular-level precision is clearly not matched by 
polyelectrolyte complex films. However, the system reported 
here provides a range of useful control parameters including 
film thickness and local roughness, the synergistic activity of 
more than one functional group, confinement effects within 
the film, as well as the synthesis of inorganic-organic hybrid 
materials.46, 58 We anticipate that the further exploration of 
these parameters will produce a plethora of biomimetic 
structures and emergent dynamic phenomena.  
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Biomorphs are life-like, inorganic microshapes of hierarchically ordered nanoparticles and their 

growth can be controlled by the use of tunable polyelectrolyte films. 
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